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Abstract
The change in the cost of capital that results from a divestiture strategy can be
closely approximated as a simple linear function of three parameters: (1) the fraction
of socially conscious capital, (2) the fraction of targeted firms in the economy and
(3) the return correlation between the targeted firms and the rest of the stock
market. When calibrated to current data, we demonstrate that the impact on the
cost of capital is too small to meaningfully affect real investment decisions. We
empirically corroborate these small estimates by studying firm changes in ESG
status and are unable to detect an impact of ESG divestiture strategies on the price
or cost of capital of treated firms. Our results suggest that to have impact, instead
of divesting, socially conscious investors should invest and exercise their rights of
control to change corporate policy.
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Impact investing aims to reduce social and environmental costs in society through
investment choice. Divestment is an important tool investors employ to achieve this goal.
Broadly defined, divestment is the idea that when investors refuse to invest in companies
that impose social and environmental costs, society benefits. As plausible as this argument
appears to be at first blush, it is missing the mechanism linking investor action and the
effect on society. What is not clear is how divestment affects corporate strategy. Why
would investors’ choice to divest achieve the stated goal of reducing social costs in society?
When an investor chooses to sell a stock like a tobacco company, she necessarily sells
it to another investor. Since this transaction simply exchanges one investor for another, it
cannot directly impact how the company does business. There are, however, two possible
ways the divestment decision can indirectly affect the company’s business strategy. One
way is for the new owners to exercise their rights of control. But since the impact of
divesting is to effectively swap shareholders who care about social and environmental
costs for other shareholders, it is hard to see why the new shareholders would be any
more disposed to exercising their control rights for the good of society than the old ones.
Alternatively, when a socially conscious shareholder sells her stake to another shareholder, the new shareholder needs to be induced into buying shares in the company.
This inducement comes in the form of a lower price. The lower price implies a higher
cost of capital which affects the company’s future real investment strategy by lowering
the number of positive net present value (NPV) investment opportunities, thus lowering
the company’s growth rate. The opposite is true when a socially conscious shareholder
chooses to buy. The extra demand for clean companies increases the price of those companies, lowering the cost of capital and thus increasing their growth rates. In the long
term, socially desirable companies become a larger fraction of the economy at the expense
of socially undesirable companies and the social and environmental costs on society are
reduced. Therefore, for this mechanism to have impact, it is essential that the divestment
strategy results in a large enough change in the cost of capital to materially affect the
firm’s investment opportunity set.
Our objective in this paper is to evaluate the impact of divestiture initiatives by
determining whether or not they have materially affected the cost of capital and, if not,
whether they are likely to do so in the future. We begin by first calculating, given current
market conditions, the predicted impact of socially responsible investing on the cost of
capital. Under the common assumption of mean-variance preferences, we demonstrate
that the change in the cost of capital can be closely approximated by a simple formula. If
socially conscious investors choose to target a set of companies that make up f fraction
of the economy and the correlation between these companies and the rest of the market

is ρ, then a divestment strategy will lead to a change in the cost of capital of

M RP ×

Socially Conscious Investor Wealth
Rest of Investor Wealth



× f × (1 − ρ2 ),

where M RP is the historical market risk premium. We estimate, using ESG mutual
fund holdings, that f is 27% and ρ is 0.93. Further, we estimate that currently socially
conscious wealth makes up less than 2% of stock market wealth in the United States.
Using a market risk premium of 6% leads to an estimated change in the cost of capital
of 0.44 basis points. Given the uncertainty in the capital budgeting process, half a basis
point cannot meaningfully impact firms’ investment strategies.
We then show that the empirical data is consistent with this theoretical prediction.
Even with the growth in the popularity of impact investing in the last 10 years, we find
that the difference in the cost of capital between firms that are targeted for their social
or environmental costs and firms that are not is small and not statistically different from
zero. Specifically, we study the effect of a firm either being included or excluded from the
FTSE USA 4 Good Select Index. The stocks in this index are a subset of the FTSE USA
index, and so the inclusion and exclusion events are driven by changes in the ESG status
of the firm. In addition, this index is replicated by the world’s largest socially responsible
index fund in our sample period, the Vanguard FTSE Social Index Fund. The advantage
of this approach over existing approaches is that our results do not rely on the assumption
that the risk of the firm is correctly measured.
Finally, we consider the question of what it would take for a divestment strategy to
successfully impact firm investment. To effect a more than 1% change in the cost of
capital, impact investors would need to make up more than 80% of all investable wealth.
Given the low likelihood of achieving such a high participation rate, the results in this
paper raise the question of whether disinvestment is the most effective strategy to achieve
social good.
We estimate that the set of companies that are targeted by all socially conscious funds
comprise only 27% of the market, so perhaps a more effective strategy might be to invest
rather than divest. By taking a substantive equity position in these companies, socially
conscious investors could effect change through the proxy process or by gaining a majority
stake and replacing upper management. Successfully implementing this strategy would
require a substantially smaller fraction of investable wealth than the diverstiture strategy.
The reason divestiture has so little impact is that stocks are highly substitutable, and
socially costly stocks make up less than half of the economy. It therefore does not take
much of a price change to induce an investor who does not care about the social costs to
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hold more of a stock than they otherwise would. To put this in the language of modern
finance, when socially responsible investors divest, they must induce other investors to
move away from their fully diversified portfolio. But because the fraction of stocks that
are subject to divestment is small relative to the supply of investable capital and stocks
are highly correlated with each other, the new portfolio is only slightly less diversified than
the old one. So the new investors do not demand much of an increase in their expected
return. Thus, the effect on the cost of capital is small. The only way to materially
affect this basic trade-off is for most investors to choose to divest. In this case, because
the shareholders that must hold the targeted stocks comprise only a small minority of
shareholders, they must be induced to hold a more highly concentrated portfolio which
materially affects their overall diversification. In equilibrium, this causes a larger price
impact.

1

Background

This paper fits into a sizable literature that studies impact investing.1 In this paper, our
focus is on divestment. One of the earliest paper that studies the effect of a divestment
strategy is Teoh, Welch and Wazzan (1999) who fail to detect any effect of divestment
in South African stocks during apartheid. Later papers generally documented an excess
return for holding “sin” stocks, usually companies in the tobacco, alcohol, fossil fuels,
weapons and gaming industries, suggesting that divestment might have affected the returns in these industries.2 More recent work has found contradictory results, that is, that
“clean” stocks outperform “sin” stocks.3 The main issue with this line of research is that
the stocks of interest are highly concentrated in a few industries that likely have risk
based reasons for returns different to the market. Thus the “sin” premium could well be
attributable to risk not correctly adjusted for in these papers.4 There are two advantages
of our empirical approach relative to this literature. First, our approach does not require
us to take a stance on the risk model. All we require is the much weaker assumption that
a decision by the firm to change its social policy is not correlated with changes in the
firm’s riskiness. Second, we use the price response to an policy change as a measure of
1

Brest, Gilson and Wolfson (2018), in an article intended for a law review audience, survey the entire
impact investing landscape. There is also a practitioner literature on the subject, see Cornell (2020) and
the references therein.
2
See Hong and Kacperczyk (2009), Chava (2014), El Ghoul, Guedhami, Kwok and Mishra (2011),
Fabozzi, Ma and Oliphant (2008), Statman and Glushkov (2016), Barber, Morse and Yasuda (2021),
Derwall and Verwijmeren (2007) and Salaber (2013) and references therein.
3
See, for example, Pastor, Stambaugh and Taylor (2021) who argue that this empirical finding is just
an ex-post realization rather than indicative of the true expected return.
4
See Blitz and Fabozzi (2017).
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the effect on the cost of capital, which is easier to detect than the concomitant change in
the expected return.
Other factors to consider in interpreting the results of these studies is that in the
sample period (60’s to early 2000’s) there was very little organized pressure to divest
(other than in the case of South Africa) and studies using more recent data have failed to
find the effect (Mollet and Ziegler (2014) and Trinks, Scholtens, Mulder and Dam (2018)).
The effect is also not consistent across localities, as documented in Durand, Koh and Tan
(2013), who attribute the differences to “cultural norms,” and Feng, Wang and Huang
(2015).5
The first paper that theoretically models how a divestiture strategy affects corporate
behavior is Heinkel, Kraus and Zechner (2001). The paper models an equilibrium where
the investment behavior of ESG investors raises the cost of capital of polluting firms and
lowers the cost of capital for green firms. Firms then endogenously choose to become
green by paying a cost. In equilibrium this cost leaves the marginal firm indifferent.
The model provides a rich set of predictions and insights but, as is often the case with
rich models, has the disadvantage that it does not yield a simple characterization of the
equilibrium. Although the authors do not formally calibrate their model, they illustrate
their equilibrium with a numerical example. Unfortunately, because the parameter choices
in the numerical example were selected to best illustrate the tradeoffs in the model, the
example appears to have left subsequent researchers with the impression that the effect
on the cost of capital is large enough so that a significant fraction of firms would choose
to pay the cost to become green. Of course, at the time the paper was written, impact
investing was in its infancy and so the data to properly calibrate their model likely did
not exist. As we show in this paper, with the benefit of an extra twenty years of data,
when properly calibrated to current market conditions, the effect on the cost of capital is
too small to be consequential.6
Like us, Luo and Balvers (2017) study the theoretical effect of divestment in a single
period mean-variance environment. They derive a boycott factor risk premium and show
that it is positive. They do not calibrate the size of the premium. In the empirical section
of their paper, they estimate the boycott factor risk premium to be 16% per annum.
Our results suggest that his estimated premium is unlikely to represent the effect of ESG
preferences broadly and is more characteristic of sample period and the choice of sin
industries.
5

Renneboog, Ter Horst and Zhang (2008) provide review of the evidence in the literature on the
effectiveness of impact investing.
6
In a followup paper, Barnea, Heinkel and Kraus (2005), endogenize firm investment and study how
total investment is affected by divestiture.
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A number of other papers derive equilibrium models that feature ESG investors, although they do not focus on the question of whether the actions of ESG investors achieve
socially desirable outcomes. Pedersen, Fitzgibbons and Pomorski (2020) derive a model
that includes investors whose preferences depend on ESG scores. The focus of that paper
is characterizing the equilibrium and then using it to provide insight on optimal portfolio choice. In their setting, optimal portfolios can be spanned by four funds, thereby
providing a practical methodology to choose optimal portfolios in a world that features
ESG investors. The paper does not address the question of whether the actions of ESG
investors actually achieve social good. Dam and Scholtens (2015) derive an equilibrium
model of firm behavior, but since the cost of capital is assumed fixed at the risk free rate
in their model, it is not obvious why firms care about investor preferences in that model.
Presumably the authors have in mind that investors exercise their unmodeled control
rights. Pástor, Stambaugh and Taylor (2020) also derive a model featuring agents with
ESG preferences and study the security market line in this environment. That paper does
not assess the magnitude of the effect on the cost of capital of introducing ESG investors
into the economy. Avramov, Cheng, Lioui and Tarelli (2021) study the effect of ESG
uncertainty on the ESG profile of firms in a similar model.
One implication of our paper is that investors are likely to be more effective in reducing social costs by investing, rather than divesting, in socially costly firms and using
their rights of control to alter corporate policy. Dimson, Karakaş and Li (2015) provide
empirical evidence supporting the effectiveness of this alternative strategy. Broccardo,
Hart and Zingales (2020) explicitly model the choice between investing and divesting.
Although their focus is slightly different from ours (Broccardo et al. (2020) study the
individual decision to follow a particular investment strategy taking as given what other
investors do) they reach the same conclusion we do. They show that the incentives of
individuals to join an exit strategy are not necessarily aligned with social incentives, while
they are aligned when investors invest and use their rights of control. Consistent with
this evidence, Krueger, Sautner and Starks (2020) survey institutional investors and find
that they consider engagement rather then diverstment to be a more effective approach
to address climate risks.
Given the ineffectiveness of divestiture, a natural question that arises is why investors
engage in the strategy at all. One possibility is that investors either do not realize that the
strategy is ineffective or derive utility from the strategy without regard to its effectiveness.
Another possibility is that investors use the strategy to signal “good behavior.” Riedl and
Smeets (2017) provide evidence that supports this latter hypothesis.
A related line of research studies the effect on prices of demand shocks. Our paper
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evaluates whether or not ESG related demand pressure has an outsized impact on stock
prices. Unlike the demand pressure documented in other contexts (see, for example,
Koijen and Yogo (2019) and Koijen, Richmond and Yogo (2019)), we find no detectable
effect on either prices or returns of demand shocks in the ESG context.

2

The Model

To assess the impact of divestment, we start with an economy with homogeneous meanvariance investors resulting in the single period Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM)
developed by Sharpe (1964), Mossin (1966), Lintner (1965) and Treynor (1961).7 That
is, if Rp is the return of their portfolios and σ 2p is the variance of this return, then all
investors select their portfolios by solving:
max E[Rp ] − kσ 2p ,
where k measures investors’ risk appetites.
Although the CAPM applies to all investments, in this paper we will focus on the cost
of capital implied by equity markets, which is where most of the ESG focus has been. Of
course, firms have several other sources of financing, such as public debt markets, banks,
as well as internally generated funds. Including other margins of adjustment in our
computations would weaken the effects of equity divestment initiatives on real investment
decisions. Thus, our results represent an upper bound on the effect of ESG investors.
To model the divestiture strategy, we then allow a subset of investors to have ESG
preferences in that they will only hold clean stocks, for simplicity, ESG investors. We
divide the stocks in the economy into two sets, the set of clean stocks that satisfy ESG
requirements that ESG investors have, and the rest. For convenience we refer to the set of
remaining stocks as dirty stocks, although it should be emphasized that the choice of this
term is not supposed to be pejorative. Rather, the term is shorthand for the complement
of the clean stocks.
In this single period economy, all investors are endowed with a share of the market
portfolio. They trade at the beginning of the period and consume the liquidating dividend
that stocks pay out at the end of the period. The cumulative dividend payout of all stocks
is denoted D. We adopt the price normalization that the price of holding all stocks is
1, implying that the return of the market portfolio is R = D − 1. The market portfolio
consists of two portfolios, the clean portfolio and the dirty portfolio. Let DE be the
7

Berk (1997) provides the necessary and sufficient conditions that imply mean-variance maximization.
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cumulative liquidating dividend paid to all investors holding shares in the clean portfolio.
Similarly, DD is the cumulative liquidating dividend paid to all investors holding shares
in the dirty portfolio, implying DE + DD = D. Denote the value at the beginning
of the period of the clean stock portfolio (the total amount of wealth invested in the
portfolio) as VE and the value of the dirty stock portfolio as VD , implying, under the
price normalization, that VE + VD = 1. Thus, under the price normalization, VE can be
interpreted as the fraction of market value that the clean stock portfolio makes up, and VD
is the fraction of market value that the dirty stock portfolio makes up. The return of these
two portfolios is therefore RE = DVEE − 1 and RD = DVDD − 1 and the price normalization
implies that the market return is
R = DE + DD − 1,
with expectation
R̄ = E[R] = D̄E + D̄D − 1
where we adopt the notation throughout the paper that a bar over a random variable
denotes its expectation.
Next, define the following second moment primitives:
σ 2D ≡ var(DD )
σ 2E ≡ var(DE )
σ ED ≡ cov(DE , DD )
σ 2 ≡ var(D) = var(DD + DE ) = σ 2D + σ 2E + 2σ DE = var(R)
cov(RE , RD )
σ ED
=
.
ρ ≡
σD σE
std(RD )std(RE )
Notice that because of the price normalization, the cashflow variance of the market is the
same as the return variance. Because of the nature of correlations, the cashflow correlation
between dirty and clean stocks is the same as the return correlation. Finally, we assume
that a risk free asset in zero net supply exists with return r which will be determined in
equilibrium.

2.1

Equilibrium with ESG investors

We begin by solving for the equilibrium. The total wealth of ESG investors is denoted
γ, implying under the price normalization, that the total wealth of the rest of investors
is 1 − γ. Because ESG investors will not hold dirty stocks, in equilibrium they hold the
7

tangency portfolio of clean stocks on the constrained mean-variance frontier that includes
only clean stocks. This tangency portfolio defines the clean stock portfolio, and the dirty
portfolio is then defined as the portfolio that combined with the clean portfolio gives the
market portfolio.8 So, the ESG investors’ equilibrium allocation is e fraction of the clean
portfolio given by their budget constraint:
γ = VE e + b,
where b is the total wealth ESG investors invest in the risk free asset (implying that other
investors invest −b in the risk free asset). Solving for e gives
e=

γ−b
.
VE

(1)

Because ESG investors hold a constrained portfolio, the portfolio that prices assets
is the portfolio held by the other investors. This portfolio, that is, the mean-variance
efficient portfolio, is the tangency portfolio on the unconstrained mean-variance efficient
frontier of risky assets. The rest of investors’ wealth invested in risky assets is given by
VD + (1 − e)VE ,
which implies that their portfolio weights are (using (1)):
ωD =

VD
VD
=
VD + (1 − e)VE
1−γ+b

in the dirty portfolio and
ωE =

(1 − e)VE
VE − γ + b
=
VD + (1 − e)VE
1−γ+b

in the clean portfolio. Thus the return of the mean-variance efficient portfolio, Rmv is
Rmv

Let ΣE ≡

DD + DE
DE
= ω D RD + ω E RE =
−1−
1−γ+b
VE
DD + (1 − e)DE
=
− 1.
1−γ+b

σ 2E +ρσ D σ E
σ2

and ΣD ≡

σ 2D +ρσ D σ E
σ2
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γ−b
1−γ+b


(2)
(3)

(the cash flow betas of the two portfolios),

If the market portfolio is on the mean-variance efficient frontier of risky assets, then the dirty portfolio
will contain only dirty stocks, and both portfolios will consist of the renormalized market weights of the
clean and dirty sets. Otherwise, the dirty portfolio will also contain clean stocks.
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implying that ΣE +ΣD = 1. In Appendix A we derive the equilibrium returns in this economy. There we show that the beta (with respect to the mean-variance efficient portfolio),
β E , of the clean portfolio is
1−γ+b
βE =
VE



ΣE σ 2 − eσ 2E
σ 2 − 2eΣE σ 2 + e2 σ 2E



ΣD σ 2 − eρσ D σ E
σ 2 − 2eΣE σ 2 + e2 σ 2E



,

(4)

.

(5)

and the beta of the dirty portfolio, β D is
1−γ+b
βD =
VD



Using these expressions and the expressions derived in Appendix A for the risk free
rate, we derive, in the appendix, equilibrium prices using the security market line defined
by the above mean-variance efficient portfolio:
D̄E − 2kΣE σ 2
D̄E + D̄D − 2kσ 2 (1 + Γ)
D̄D − 2kσ 2 (ΣD + Γ)
=
D̄E + D̄D − 2kσ 2 (1 + Γ)

VE =
VD
where


Γ≡

γ
1−γ



σ 2D
(1 − ρ ) 2 .
σ
2

(6)

Using these prices we then compute expected returns as a function of the market betas
m
ΣE
ΣD
of the two portfolios, β m
D ≡ VD and β E ≡ VE :
R̄E = R̄ + 2kσ 2 (β m
− (1 + Γ))
E


VE
m
2
R̄D = R̄ + 2kσ β D − 1 − Γ
.
VD
The difference in the expected return of dirty and clean stocks, ∆R̄, is then given by


Γ
m
m
.
∆R̄ = R̄D − R̄E = 2kσ β D − β E +
VD
2

2.2

(7)

Equilibrium without ESG investors

To assess the effect of ESG investors, we now derive the equilibrium when all investors
are identical and do not have ESG preferences. To differentiate this equilibrium from the
equilibrium with ESG investors, we will mark the equilibrium variables with asterisks. In
this standard CAPM equilibrium, all investors choose to hold the market portfolio, which
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is mean-variance efficient. As we show in Appendix B, the value and expected return of
the two portfolios are now given by
D̄E − 2kΣE σ 2
D̄D + D̄E − 2kσ 2
D̄D − 2kΣD σ 2
=
D̄D + D̄E − 2kσ 2


ΣE
2
= R̄ − 2kσ 1 − ∗
VE


ΣD
2
= R̄ − 2kσ 1 − ∗ .
VD

VE∗ =
VD∗
∗
R̄E
∗
R̄D

So the difference in the cost of capital between clean and dirty stocks is
∗
∗
∆R̄∗ = R̄D
− R̄E
= 2kσ 2 (β ∗D − β ∗E ) ,

where β ∗D =

3

ΣD
∗
VD

and β ∗E =

ΣE
VE∗

(8)

are the (market) betas of the portfolios.

Effect on the Cost of Capital of ESG Investors

To study the effect of introducing ESG investors, we will assume that all investors are
initially identical and hold the market portfolio. A portion of them then acquire ESG
preferences and trade to the ESG equilibrium. Equation (7) is the difference in the cost of
capital between clean and dirty stocks after a portion of investors aquire ESG preferences
and (8) is the difference in the cost of capital before the existence of ESG investors. The
difference between the two is therefore the effect of ESG investors on the cost of capital.
Although the market betas of the portfolios are not the same in the two economies,
we show in Appendix C that this difference is second order, and so the difference in the
cost of capital due to the presence of ESG investors is approximated by the difference
between (7) and (8) assuming the betas are the same:
∆R̄ − ∆R̄∗ ≈ 2kσ 2

Γ
VD


γ
σ 2D
2
= 2kσ VD
(1 − ρ ) 2 2
1−γ
VD σ


σ 2R
γ
= 2kσ 2 VD
(1 − ρ2 ) 2D
1−γ
σ


γ
≈ 2kσ 2 VD
(1 − ρ2 ),
1−γ
2
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(9)

where σ 2RD ≡ var(RD ) is the return variance of the dirty portfolio and we have assumed
that the variance of the market return and the return of the dirty portfolio is approximately the same. Now, in a standard CAPM equilibrium, 2kσ 2 equals the market risk
premium (see (33) in Appendix B), so if we assume that risk preferences have not changed
over time then we can set 2kσ 2 equal to the historical market risk premium (MRP). Under
this assumption, (9) becomes


∗

∆R̄ − ∆R̄ ≈ MRP × VD ×

γ
1−γ



(1 − ρ2 ).

(10)

In Appendix C we derive the exact relation. We show there why the above formula is
a first order approximation of that relation and we will presently demonstrate that the
approximation is very accurate.
The above approximation is quite informative on how impact investing affects the cost
of capital. For impact investing to materially change prices (affect the cost of capital),
three conditions need to be met. First, dirty stocks cannot be easily substituted for
clean stocks. In any risk-based model, the degree of substitutability is measured by the
correlation between clean and dirty stocks, ρ, so the term 1 − ρ2 measures the degree
to which clean and dirty stocks are not substitutable. Second, impact investors must
γ
, which is the ratio of the
make up a significant fraction of investors, so the term 1−γ
total wealth of investors with ESG preferences to other investors, measures the influence
of ESG investors. Finally, because the non-ESG investors have limited wealth and must
hold the dirty stocks in equilibrium, the greater the fraction of the economy that dirty
stocks make up, the greater the price impact. This effect is measured by VD , the fraction
of the economy that dirty stocks make up. The product of these terms multiplied by
a measure of investors’ risk appetite, as implied by the historical market risk premium,
gives the change in the cost of capital brought about by the choice of ESG investors to
divest themselves of dirty stocks.
Because the quantities in (41) are observable, we can use this approximation to infer
to what extent impact investing has altered the cost of capital in the United States. We
use the Vanguard FTSE Social Index Fund (VFTSX) which replicates the FTSE USA
4 Good Select Index, to identify the clean portfolio. The Vanguard FTSE Social Index
Fund invests exclusively in the United States, and with a 2021 AUM of $12 Billion, has
the longest track record of any social index fund and until recently was the largest social
index fund in the world.9 The FTSE USA 4 Good Select Index consists of the subset of
stocks in the FTSE USA index that pass an ESG screening procedure. The FTSE USA
9

VFTSX has been in existence since 2000. In 2016, Blackrock launched a competitor ETF, the iShares
ESG Aware MSCI USA ETF which eclipsed the Vanguard fund in AUM in 2022.
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Figure 1: Combined total AUM invested in the three share classes of the Vanguard FTSE
Social Index Fund in Million of dollars.

index is a market-capitalisation weighted index representing the performance of US large
and mid cap stocks. The evolution of the combined total AUM invested in the three share
classes of the Vanguard FTSE Social Index Fund is plotted in Figure 1.
Because this index contains clean stocks in their (normalized) market weights, we
assume that the dirty portfolio consists of only dirty stocks in their (normalized) market
weights. Under these assumptions (further details are provided in Section 4.1), in the last
5 years of our sample (December 2015-December 2020), the dirty portfolio comprised a
little more than a quarter of US market capitalization: VD = 27%. We assume here that
the fraction of clean and dirty stocks is the same for the small and mid cap stocks that are
not in the FTSE USA index.10 The measured correlation between the clean (FTSE USA
4 Good Select) and the dirty (the other stocks in FTSE USA) portfolio over this 5-year
period is ρ = 0.93. We use the historical market risk premium of 6%. The only remaining
quantity to identify is the fraction of wealth controlled by ESG investors. The fraction of
mutual fund wealth invested in ESG mutual funds in 2021 is less than 1%.11 To account
for the possibility of Morningstar misclassification error, we double this estimate to 2%,
and assume this fraction is representative of all capital investment in the economy. Using
10

As the FTSE USA index represents over 80% of the total U.S. stock market capitalization, these
stocks represent less than 20% of the US stock market.
11
We identified the universe of ESG mutual funds by using Morningstar classifications and the names
of the funds. We then hand checked the prospectuses of the top 20 ESG funds by AUM.
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these parameters, the effect on the cost of capital is
∗



∆R̄ − ∆R̄ ≈ 6% × 27%

0.02
1 − 0.02



(1 − 0.932 ) = 0.44 b.p.

A difference of half a basis point cannot meaningfully affect the capital budgeting decision
and so an effect of this size cannot affect real investment decision making.
The FTSE USA 4 Good Select Index appears to be specifically designed by FTSE for
Vanguard. It is related to (but less stringent than) the FTSE USA 4 Good Index that is
marketed to most investors. If we instead use the FTSE USA 4 Good Index, over the same
time period, the dirty portfolio comprised a little under half of US market capitalization:
VD = 48.5%. The measured correlation between the clean (FTSE USA 4 Good) and the
dirty (the other stocks in FTSE USA) portfolio over the same time period is ρ = 0.97.
Using these parameters provides


∗

∆R̄ − ∆R̄ ≈ 6% × 48.5%

0.02
1 − 0.02



(1 − 0.972 ) = 0.35 b.p.

Even though the FTSE USA 4 Good Index classifies more firms as dirty which increases
the effect on the cost of capital, because the dirty portfolio now comprises a greater
fraction of the economy, it is more correlated with the clean portfolio which more than
offsets the effect resulting in the same conclusion — the difference cannot meaningfully
impact the capital budgeting decision.
We have also explored the holdings of all socially conscious mutual funds to gauge the
fraction of dirty stocks in the economy. Such ESG funds may choose not to hold certain
stocks because they do not find them to be attractive investment opportunities, regardless
of the stocks’ ESG status. For this reason, the intersection of holdings across all ESG
funds will underestimate the fraction of clean stocks and overestimate the fraction of dirty
stocks. If we focus on the union of all stocks held by ESG funds (which will include stocks
that not all ESG investors will agree on being clean), we estimate VD to be 18% and ρ to
be 0.8. These two changes once again offset each other resulting in an estimated change
in the cost of capital of
∗

∆R̄ − ∆R̄ ≈ 6% × 18%



0.02
1 − 0.02



(1 − 0.82 ) = 0.79 b.p.

The possibility exists that the mutual fund sector might not be representative of impact
investing as a whole because impact investors might be more concentrated in other sectors.
We therefore looked for other sources to calibrate the fraction of impact investors. One
source is an estimate reported in the Report on US Sustainable and Impact Investing
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Trends (2020) published by SIF, an organization that represents sustainable investors.
The report surveys investors asking them whether they consider any ESG criteria in their
investments decisions. Based on this survey, the report estimates the total wealth of U.S.domiciled assets using sustainable investing strategies to be $17.1 trillion, or about 33%
of U.S. market wealth. This number is almost certainly an overestimate. For example,
the report concludes that of these assets, $16.5 Trillion is controlled by money managers,
which would imply (based on the size of the money management industry) that over 90%
of all managed money uses ESG criteria. It appears that in answering the survey, when
a representative of an organization states that it takes impact into account, the authors
of the survey then assume that all the capital that that organization manages is subject
to ESG criteria, regardless of whether a particular fund in the organization actually uses
ESG criteria to manage money. In addition, the survey also includes strategies other than
divestiture. Using this estimate (with the other original parameter estimates) gives
∗

∆R̄ − ∆R̄ = 6% × 27%



0.33
1 − 0.33



(1 − 0.932 ) = 10.6 b.p.

Using what is undoubtedly an overestimate of the fraction of wealth managed under ESG
criteria, the effect on the cost of capital is still too small to meaningfully impact the firm’s
real investment decision making.
One might ask how many ESG investors would it take to materially affect the firm’s
real investment decisions. To answer that question we calibrate the model as follows.
We use the return volatility of the clean portfolio of σ RE = 15.8%, based on the monthly
√
return volatility of the FTSE 4 Good Select Index over the past 5 years multiplied by 12.
We identify the set of dirty stocks by taking the stocks missing in the FTSE 4 Good Select
that are nevertheless in the FTSE USA stock index, and then directly estimate the return
volatility of this portfolio over the same sample period providing σ RD = 15.2%. The
correlation between these two portfolios over the same 5-year period is ρ = 0.93. We use
a risk free rate of 2%, MRP of 6% and VD = 27%, as before. We then use these moments
to infer the values of the exogenous parameters. That is, we infer the cash flow standard
deviations by multiplying the return standard deviations by the value of the clean and
dirty stocks respectively. We then infer the expected liquidating dividends by using the
above values of MRP, VD and VE in the equilibrium in the economy without ESG investors.
Taking these exogenous parameters as given, Figure 2 plots the equilibrium ∆R̄ − ∆R̄∗ ,
the effect on the cost of capital of ESG investors, as a function of the fraction of wealth
ESG investors comprise.
The red curve in Figure 2 plots the exact relation derived in Appendix C of ∆R̄ − ∆R̄∗
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Figure 2: Effect on the Cost of Capital of Introducing ESG Investors into the Economy:
The curves plot the change in the cost of capital, ∆R̄ − ∆R̄∗ , as a function of the fraction of wealth ESG
investors comprise. The red curve is the exact effect on the cost of capital, that is, (40). The dashed
black curve is the first order approximation, that is, (10).

as a function of γ, the fraction of wealth controlled by impact investors, that is, (40). The
dashed curve in Figure 2 is (10), the approximation to (40). Even when ESG investors
make up 50% of wealth, the impact on the cost of capital is less than 20 b.p. To impact
the cost of capital by at least 1% requires that at least 84% of investors choose to hold
only clean stocks.
We can also infer what the impact would be if a large investor decided to divest
all dirty stocks. For example, the largest investor in the world, Blackrock, managed
about $8 trillion at the end of our sample period, which, if you assume is all invested in
domestic stocks (it is not currently, the portfolio contains a large bond allocation and a
large international allocation) is about 17% of the market. So if an investor the size of
Blackrock were to shift all their capital into clean U.S. stocks (and none of Blackrock’s
investors reacted by withdrawing funds, a very unlikely scenario), the fraction of clean
shareholders would rise from 2% to at most 19%. At 19%, the impact on the cost of
capital is just 4.6 b.p.
As the difference between the red and black dashed curves in Figure 2 makes clear,
the approximation is very accurate at current values of the parameters, implying that the
four variables in the approximation – the fraction of ESG investors, the fraction of dirty
15

stocks, the risk premium demanded by investors and the correlation between clean and
dirty stocks – are the primary determinants of the impact of divestiture on the cost of
capital. This explains why, for a divestiture strategy to work, ESG investors need to be
such a large fraction of investors. To first order, the last three variables are not under the
control of ESG investors.12 Using current estimates we have
6% × 27%(1 − 0.932 ) = 0.0021.
This calculation constrains the effectiveness of impact investing. For (10) to reach 1%, we
γ
> 4.6, implying that γ > 82%. There are two reasons for this. The correlation
need 1−γ
coefficient of 0.93 implies that clean and dirty stocks are close substitutes. This and the
fact that most stocks are clean implies that to induce non-ESG investors to hold dirty
stocks does not require much price adjustment. The only way to get a modest impact is
to effectively induce non-ESG investors to hold only dirty stocks, which is what happens
when γ approaches one.

4

Empirical Evidence

The theory we developed in the previous sections suggests that the observed effect of
ESG investors on the cost of capital should be small. In this section we evaluate this
prediction empirically. To assess the effect of ESG investors on the cost of capital we
focus on changes in ESG classifications, that is, the effect on the cost of capital when
a firm is classified as clean or classified as dirty. According to our theory, when ESG
investors react to the change in status we should observe a change in the cost of capital.
Our objective in this section is to measure the magnitude of this change.
One immediate concern is that because average realized returns are a noisy measure
of the expected return (cost of capital), observing a change in this expectation is difficult.
Consequently we will also measure the concurrent change in the firm’s price. Because
prices are directly observable and, under the rational expectations assumption, should
reflect the capitalized value of the change in the cost of capital, in principle the price
change should be easier to detect. Note that if the actions of investors actually do materially affect the cost of capital, clean (dirty) firms would have better (worse) growth
opportunities, which would lead to an even larger price impact.
We use the same stock indices published by FTSERussell to identify changes in the
status of companies. In the words of FTSERussell:
12

Of course, as the fraction of ESG investors change, in general equilibrium, prices change which
necessarily has a second order effect on these variables, as is modeled in Figure 2.
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“The FTSE 4 Good indices are designed to measure the performance of companies that have demonstrated strong Environmental, Social and Governance
(ESG) practices. Transparent management and clearly-defined ESG criteria
make FTSE 4 Good Indexes suitable tools to be used by a wide variety of market participants when creating or assessing sustainable investment products.”
There are a number of reasons why we choose to focus on these indices to identify
changes in the ESG status of stocks. Because the Vanguard-FTSE Social Index fund
chooses to replicate the FTSE USA 4 Good Select Index, when FTSERussell changes the
constituents of the FTSE USA 4 Good Select Index, there is an immediate redeployment
of capital associated with the rebalancing activity of the largest index fund in the space.
But more importantly, Vanguard’s choice to replicate the FTSE USA 4 Good Select Index
is a business decision that presumably reflects their belief that this index most effectively
captures the space of large clean US companies. Thus a change in the FTSE USA 4
Good Select Index likely also reflects the investment decisions of other ESG investors in
the economy. Finally, the fact that the FTSE USA 4 Good Select Index is a subset of
the FTSE USA index implies that any stock not in the 4 Good Index must not have
satisfied ESG criteria. If, instead, we used the holdings of other impact funds, we could
not differentiate between stocks that are not included because they do not satisfy ESG
criteria, or because they do not represent good investment opportunities.13

4.1

Data and Descriptive Statistics: FTSE Indices

To assess the impact of ESG classification changes, we use both the FTSE USA 4 Good
Select and the FTSE USA 4 Good Index. Both indices are subsets of the FTSE USA
index. The FTSE USA 4 Good Select Index has as its primary advantage the fact that
the Vanguard index fund tracks it, so we can be assured that a significant amount of
capital does react to an index change. However, FTSERussell markets the FTSE USA 4
Good Index more intensively, so it is likely that there are investors that react to changes
in this index as well. We therefore report our results for both indices.
We obtained data from FTSE on the constituents and their portfolio weights for
all three indices starting in the early 2000s until the end of 2020.14 The number of
13

We also considered using the MSCI USA Extended ESG Focus index, the index that Blackrock’s
iShares ESG Aware MSCI USA ETF tracks. Although by the end of the sample this fund is the largest
passive ESG fund, the fund itself has just 6 years of historical data and for most of this period the fund
was very small. We therefore decided not to use this fund in our analysis, although preliminary results
indicate that the effects on the cost of capital of changes in this index are less than 10 basis points,
consistent with our theoretical predictions.
14
We thank FTSE for generously sharing their data with us.
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constituents over this time sample for all three indices is plotted in Figure 3. For the
FTSE USA index the number varies between 446 and 745. Both extremes occur early in
the sample after which the number of constituents stabilizes. The average over the sample
is 616. The number of constituents for the FTSE USA 4 Good Index varies between 130
and 274 with an average of 189 and the number of constituents for the FTSE USA 4 Good
Select Index varies between 286 and 506 with an average of 403.
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Figure 3: Number of constituents of the FTSE USA, the FTSE USA 4 Good and the
FTSE USA 4 Good Select Indices.
In Figure 4 we plot the total market capitalization of all indices. The total market
capitalization of the FTSE USA index at the end of our sample (December 2020) is $33.1
Trillion representing 83% of the total stock market capitalization of the United States
($40 Trillion). At that time, the market capitalization of the FTSE USA 4 Good (Select)
index was $18.3 Trillion ($28.2 Trillion) which equals 55% (85%) of the FTSE USA stock
market capitalization. This implies that the dirty stocks in the FTSE USA index make
up 45% (15%) of the index at that point in time.
Because we are interested in documenting the effects on prices and returns of index
inclusions, we next document how often firms are added and excluded from each index. To
facilitate this exercise, we define dummy variables that capture inclusions and exclusions
in each index. First define the dummy that describes whether firm i is in the FTSE USA
18
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Figure 4: Total Market Capitalization of the FTSE USA, the FTSE USA 4 Good and the
FTSE USA 4 Good Select Indices in $ Trillions.
index at time t:
(
Ii,t =

1 if firm i is in the FTSE USA index at time t
0 otherwise.

(11)

The corresponding dummy variable for the FTSE USA 4 Good (Select) index is defined
as:
(
1 if firm i is in the FTSE USA 4 Good (Select) index at time t
4G
Ii,t
=
(12)
0 otherwise.
The inclusion and exclusion events can then be described as:
∆Iit ≡ Ii,t − Ii,t−1

(13)

4G
4G
− Ii,t−1
.
∆Iit4G ≡ Ii,t

(14)

The latter two variables take the value 1 for an inclusion, -1 for an exclusion, and 0
otherwise. In Table 1 we summarize the inclusion and exclusion events in our sample for
all three indices.
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Table 1: Inclusions and Exclusions

∆Iit = 1
∆Iit = −1
∆Iit4G = 1
∆Iit4G = −1
∆Iit = 1 & ∆Iit4G
∆Iit = −1 & ∆Iit4G

No. of events
4 Good (2001-2020) 4 Good Select (2005-2020)
872
508
795
653
411
812
385
824
= 1
54
118
= −1
200
386

The table shows that there are many inclusion and exclusion events for all three
indices. The second column in the table compares inclusion and exclusion events for the
FTSE USA and the FTSE USA 4 Good Index for the sample period that both indices are
available: 2001-2020. The total number of firms that have been in the FTSE USA and the
FTSE USA 4 Good Index at some point during this sample period equals 1,474 and 589
respectively. Over this sample period, the FTSE USA had 872 inclusion events and 795
exclusion events, whereas the FTSE 4 Good Index had 411 inclusion and 385 exclusion
events. Only a small fraction of inclusion events coincide: only 54 of the 411 FTSE USA
4 Good inclusion events coincide with the companies’ inclusion in the FTSE USA Index.
= 52%. This is to be
This coinciding fraction is higher for index exclusion events, 200
385
expected, as exclusion from the FTSE USA index implies exclusion from the FTSE USA 4
Good Index as membership of the FTSE USA index is a necessary condition for inclusion
in the FTSE USA 4 Good Index.
The third column in the table repeats the analysis presented in the second column, but
now comparing the FTSE US index with the FTSE 4 Good Select index over the sample
period that both indices are available: 2005-2020. Over this sample period, the FTSE
USA had 508 inclusion events and 653 exclusion events, whereas the FTSE 4 Good Select
Index had 812 inclusion and 824 exclusion events. The number of inclusion events that
coincided between FTSE US and the FTSE US 4 Good Select equals 118, and the number
of coinciding exclusion events equals 386. Note that the FTSE USA 4 Good Select had
substantially higher turnover than the FTSE USA 4 Good Index.
To further explore the relation between inclusion in the indices, we plot in Figure 5
for all the stocks that were ever included in the FTSE USA index over the June 2001 December 2020 sample period, the total number of inclusion months for the FTSE USA
and the FTSE USA 4 Good indices. The scatter plot exhibits a triangular shape, which is
to be expected given that (as mentioned above), membership of the FTSE USA index is
a necessary condition for inclusion in the FTSE USA 4 Good Index. Observations on the
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vertical line on the right side of the graph represent companies that were included in the
FTSE USA index for the full sample period. The horizontal line on the bottom represent
companies that were never included in the FTSE 4 Good Index, and were thus deemed
“dirty” firms for the whole sample period. Companies on the diagonal represent firms
that were included in both indices for the same number of periods, presumably because
they were added and deleted at the same time. The graph shows that there are many
companies below the diagonal, indicating that for many firms the inclusion and exclusion
decision into the FTSE 4 Good Index show no clear coincidence with the inclusion into
the FTSE USA index. They therefore represent a change in status — an inclusion event
in the FTSE 4 Good Index indicates a firm transitioning from dirty to clean and an
exclusion event indicates a firm transitioning from clean to dirty.
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Figure 5: Number of total months included in the FTSE USA and the FTSE USA 4 Good
Indices.
When we repeat the analysis for the FTSE 4 Good Select Index (over the available
data sample period of November 2005 through December 2020), a similar pattern emerges,
though there are a small number of deviations in the scatter plot above the 45-degree line,
resulting from the fact that in rare cases firms stay a few months longer in the FTSE 4
Good Select Index than in the FTSE US Index.15
To gauge the effect of inclusion and exclusion events on prices and returns, we need
to construct a merged data set of FTSE index data with return data from the Center
for Research in Security Prices (CRSP). While such a merge appears straighforward, it
15

It is unclear why FTSERussell departed from their policies in these rare cases, but we conjecture
that it is related to Vanguard’s optimal tracking strategies.
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Figure 6: Number of total months included in the FTSE USA and the FTSE USA 4 Good
Select Indices.
turns out to be quite involved. The reason is that different security identifiers are used in
different contexts. The main security level identifiers used by FTSERussell are the ISIN
and the SEDOL numbers, whereas the CRSP database provides CUSIPs and (firm-level)
PERMCO numbers. To accomplish the merge, we use the S&P Global Market Intelligence
database provided on WRDS which has an identifiers database linking company ISINs and
CUSIPs. Because CUSIPS change over time and companies can issue multiple securities,
we use PERMCO to identify the single security associated with each holding.

4.2

Results Gauging Price and Return Effects

Our theory predicts that when a stock experiences either an inclusion or an exclusion event
the effect on the cost of capital will be small. In this subsection we test this implication
of the theory.
Our main regression specification is the following:
Rit = c + γIit + δ∆Iit + γ 4G Iit4G + δ 4G ∆Iit4G + εit

(15)

where Rit is the monthly stock return including dividends on all stocks in the CRSP
database. The coefficient, γ 4G , on the dummy variable Iit4G measures the average return
difference between clean and dirty FTSE USA stocks and is therefore an estimate of the
effect of ESG investors on the cost of capital of the average stock in the FTSE USA
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Index. The coefficient, δ 4G , on the dummy variable ∆Iit4G measures the instantaneous
price reaction of an inclusion or exclusion event (recall that this dummy is 1 in the month
of inclusion and -1 in the month of exclusion) and thus measures the capitalized value of
the implied change in the cost of capital (the associated percentage price change). Notice
that although the dummy variables Iit and ∆Iit are primarily included to control for
inclusion in the FTSE USA index, they also measure the effect of other inclusion effects
unrelated to social investing such as liquidity.
If inclusion in the 4 Good (Select) Index has a measurable effect on the cost of capital,
we would expect to find a positive coefficient on ∆Iit4G suggesting an instantaneous price
appreciation (depreciation) upon inclusion (exclusion). Similarly, we would expect a negative coefficient on Iit4G implying lower (higher) average returns following the instantaneous
price appreciation (depreciation).
Table 2 reports the results of the test of (15). In line with our theory, we find small
estimates of δ 4G . The point estimate of the instantaneous price change of the 4 Good
Index is 0.21% (first data column in Table 2). Given that the estimate of the average
stock duration over this sample period is about 50 years, the implied change in the cost of
capital is 0.42 b.p.16 This duration estimate is based on aggregate stock market data. Of
course, there is large cross sectional variation in stock specific duration estimates, but it
would be hard to argue for a stock duration less than 10 years, implying an upper bound
on the implied change in the cost of capital of 2.1 b.p. The estimated instantaneous price
change using the 4 Good Select Index is 0.48% (second data column in Table 2), implying
a cost of capital impact for the average firm of 1 b.p., with an upper bound of 5 b.p.
Although the point estimates are not statistically different from zero, they are in line
with the order of magnitude predicted by the theory.
Given the extremely small estimated effect on the cost of capital, measuring the change
directly using average realized returns is more challenging. In line with this, the estimate
of γ 4G in both specifications in Table 2 is not significantly different from zero and has
a sign that is both inconsistent with the theory and the prior estimate using the price
change. Given the uncertainty in estimating the effect and the closeness of the coefficients
to zero, there is essentially a near 50% probability of estimating the wrong sign.
One concern is that because investors might be slow to update their portfolios in
response to changes in ESG classifications, the above estimates will underestimate the
magnitude of the effects. To address this concern we explore, in Table 3, the effect of
including additional lags of ∆Iit4G . The main insight remains the same: there seems
little to no evidence that inclusion in the FTSE USA 4 Good (Select) Index has any
16

van Binsbergen (2020) estimates stock durations implied by dividend yields.
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Iit
4G(Select)

Iit

∆Iit
4G(Select)

∆Iit

Constant
Observations
R2

(1)
4Good
-0.0010
(-0.64)
0.0004
(0.27)
0.0131
(1.55)
0.0021
(0.38)
0.0098∗∗∗
(2.60)
1376792
0.00

(2)
4Good Select
-0.0009
(-0.50)
0.0001
(0.02)
0.0117
(1.34)
0.0048
(0.43)
0.0101∗∗∗
(2.65)
1365666
0.00

t-statistics in parentheses
∗
p < 0.1, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01

Table 2: Return and Price Effects of Index Inclusions: FTSE USA vs. FTSE
USA 4 Good. The table reports regression results of the type presented in Equation 15.
The dummies Iit and Iit4G equal 1 for all months that a stock is in the index. The variables
∆Iit and ∆Iit4G equal 1 in the month of inclusion, -1 in the month of exclusion, and 0
otherwise. Standard errors are double clustered by firm and yearmonth.
meaningful price or return effects. The cumulative effect of all the lags of ∆Iit4G , that is,
the cumulative price appreciation within 4 months after inclusion into the FTSE US 4
Good (Select) Index is smaller than the original estimate, suggesting that the magnitude
of the measured price effect of inclusion and exclusion events is not dampened by investor
sluggishness. The overall conclusion is that the effect on the cost of capital of a change in
ESG status of a firm is so small that it cannot meaningfully influence the firm’s investment
decisions.
In line with prior work on the effect of index inclusions in general, we do find modest
effects associated with inclusions and exclusions from the FTSE USA index itself. The
events are associated with an instantaneous price change of 1.31% (4Good specification)
and 1.17% (4Good Select specification) and a lower average return of 10 b.p.(4Good specification) and 9 b.p.(4Good Select specification). Although the signs are all consistent,
none of these estimates are statistically significantly different from zero. Specification (2)
and (5) in Table 3 measure the price effects in the months following the events. Although
the estimates are not statistically significantly different from zero, what appears to be
evident is that the price effect reverses in the months following the inclusion/exclusion
event, suggesting that the price change is associated with the price pressure from partici-
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pants seeking to match the index, rather than a permanent change in liquidity due to the
fact the stock is included in the index.

5

Conclusion

In this paper we have evaluated, both theoretically and empirically, the quantitative
impact of socially conscious investing. We conclude that at current levels impact investing
is unlikely to have a large impact on the long-term cost of capital of targeted firms. A
substantial increase in the amount of socially conscious capital is required for the strategy
to affect corporate policy. Given the current levels of socially conscious capital, a more
effective strategy to put that capital to use is to follow a policy of engagement. By
purchasing the stock in targeted companies rather than selling the stock, socially conscious
investors could potentially have greater impact by exercising their rights of contol through
the proxy process or by gaining a majority stake and replacing upper management.
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Iit
4G(Select)

Iit

(1)
4Good
-0.0010
(-0.65)
0.0003
(0.21)

∆Iit
∆Ii,t−1

0.0013
(0.11)

∆Ii,t−2
∆Ii,t−3
∆Ii,t−4
4G(Select)

∆Iit

4G(Select)

∆Ii,t−1

0.0057
(0.88)

4G(Select)

∆Ii,t−2

4G(Select)

∆Ii,t−3

4G(Select)

∆Ii,t−4

Constant
Observations
R2

0.0101∗∗∗
(2.64)
1368501
0.00

(2)
4Good
-0.0013
(-0.89)
0.0011
(0.67)
0.0119
(1.41)
0.0008
(0.06)
0.0105
(0.81)
-0.0057
(-0.69)
-0.0096
(-0.66)
0.0026
(0.46)
0.0034
(0.50)
-0.0124
(-1.12)
0.0016
(0.24)
-0.0130∗
(-1.91)
0.0107∗∗∗
(2.85)
1327153
0.00

(3)
4Good
-0.0013
(-0.83)
0.0010
(0.64)

(4)
4Good Select
-0.0009
(-0.50)
-0.0000
(-0.01)

0.0007
(0.05)
0.0104
(0.81)
-0.0058
(-0.70)
-0.0098
(-0.67)

0.0053
(0.46)

0.0034
(0.51)
-0.0124
(-1.12)
0.0015
(0.21)
-0.0130∗
(-1.91)
0.0107∗∗∗
(2.85)
1327153
0.00

-0.0069
(-0.56)

0.0104∗∗∗
(2.73)
1346088
0.00

(5)
4Good Select
-0.0007
(-0.34)
-0.0013
(-0.36)
0.0092
(1.02)
0.0025
(0.18)
0.0057
(0.41)
-0.0065
(-0.79)
-0.0118
(-0.87)
0.0063
(0.56)
-0.0056
(-0.44)
0.0103
(1.34)
-0.0030
(-0.48)
-0.0028
(-0.22)
0.0107∗∗∗
(2.78)
1271891
0.00

(6)
4Good Select
-0.0006
(-0.31)
-0.0012
(-0.36)

0.0024
(0.18)
0.0056
(0.40)
-0.0062
(-0.76)
-0.0119
(-0.87)

-0.0057
(-0.44)
0.0102
(1.33)
-0.0032
(-0.51)
-0.0029
(-0.22)
0.0107∗∗∗
(2.78)
1271892
0.00

t-statistics in parentheses
∗
p < 0.1, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01

Table 3: Return and Price Effects of Index Inclusions: FTSE USA vs.
FTSE4Good US Select. The table reports regression results of the type presented
in Equation 15. The dummies Iit and Iit4G equal 1 for all months that a stock is in the
index. The variables ∆Iit and ∆Iit4G equal 1 in the month of inclusion, -1 in the month of
exclusion, and 0 otherwise. Standard errors are double clustered by firm and yearmonth.
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A

Derivation of the Equilibrium with ESG Investors

The beta (with respect to the mean-variance efficient portfolio), β E , of the clean portfolio
is


cov(RE , Rmv )
1−γ+b
ΣE σ 2 − eσ 2E
βE ≡
=
,
(16)
var(Rmv )
VE
σ 2 − 2eΣE σ 2 + e2 σ 2E
where we have used


DE DD + (1 − e)DE
,
cov(RE , Rmv ) = cov
VE
1−γ+b
2
2
ΣE σ − eσ E
=
VE (1 − γ + b)


=

(1 − e)σ 2E + ρσ D σ E
VE (1 − γ + b)

and
σ 2D + (1 − e)2 σ 2E + 2(1 − e)ρσ E σ D
(1 − γ + b)2
σ 2 − 2eΣE σ 2 + e2 σ 2E
=
.
(1 − γ + b)2

var(Rmv ) =

Similarly, the beta of the dirty portfolio, β D is
1−γ+b
βD ≡
VD



ΣD σ 2 − eρσ D σ E
σ 2 − 2eΣE σ 2 + e2 σ 2E

where
cov(RD , Rmv ) =


(17)

ΣD σ 2 − eρσ D σ E
.
VD (1 − γ + b)

To solve for r and b we need to solve each group’s maximization problem. ESG
investors pick b to maximize



2
b
b
b
r+ 1−
E[RE ] − k 1 −
var[RE ],
γ
γ
γ
Taking the derivative and setting it equal to zero gives


b
r − E[RE ] + 2k 1 −
γ


var[RE ] = 0



b σ 2E
D̄E
1+r =
− 2k 1 −
.
VE
γ VE2
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(18)

Other investors pick b to maximize



2
b
b
b
−
r+ 1+
E[Rmv ] − k 1 +
var[Rmv ].
1−γ
1−γ
1−γ
Taking the derivative and setting it equal to zero gives

r − E[ω D RD + ω E RE ] + 2k 1 +

1+r =

b
1−γ


var(ω D RD + ω E RE ) = 0

D̄D + (1 − e)D̄E
σ 2 − 2eΣE σ 2 + e2 σ 2E
− 2k
.
1−γ+b
(1 − γ)(1 − γ + b)

(19)

Equations (18) and (19) jointly determine r and b.
The return of the clean portfolio is given by the pricing equation
E[RE ] − r = β E (E[ω D RD + ω E RE ] − r).

(20)

Substituting (16) and (3) into this expression gives:
1−γ+b
D̄E
− (1 + r) =
VE
VE



ΣE σ 2 − eσ 2E
σ 2 − 2eΣE σ 2 + e2 σ 2E




D̄D + (1 − e)D̄E
− (1 + r) . (21)
1−γ+b

Substituting (19) into the right side of (21) and rearranging terms gives,

D̄E − (1 + r)VE = 2k(1 − γ + b)

ΣE σ 2 − eσ 2E
σ 2 − 2eΣE σ 2 + e2 σ 2E



σ 2 − 2eΣE σ 2 + e2 σ 2E
(1 − γ)(1 − γ + b)


.

Substituting (18) into the left hand side of this expression and simplifying provides,


ρσ D
γ − b = VE γ 1 +
.
σE

(22)

Substituting this expression into (1) gives e in terms of primitives:


ρσ D
e=γ 1+
σE

(23)

Substituting (22) into (18) gives r in terms of primitives:


D̄E
ρσ D σ 2E
1+r =
− 2k 1 +
.
VE
σ E VE
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(24)

Finally, substituting (23) into (19) provides b in terms of primitives:
γ−b=1−

σ 2 − 2eΣE σ 2 + e2 σ 2E
D̄D + (1 − e)D̄E
+ 2k
.
1+r
(1 − γ)(1 + r)

(25)

Using the expressions for the risk free rate and equilibrium holdings, (23), (24) and (25),
we can solve (19) for VE :
D̄E − 2kΣE σ 2




σ2
γ
D̄E + D̄D − 2kσ 2 1 + 1−γ
(1 − ρ2 ) σD2

VE =

D̄E − 2kΣE σ 2
,
D̄E + D̄D − 2kσ 2 (1 + Γ)

=

(26)

where Γ is defined by (6). Rearranging terms in (26) gives
ΣE
D̄E
= D̄E + D̄D − 2kσ 2 (1 + Γ) + 2kσ 2
VE
VE
m
2
= R̄ + 2kσ (β E − (1 + Γ))

1̄ + R̄E =
R̄E
where β m
E ≡

ΣE
VE

(27)

is the market beta of the clean portfolio. Using the price normalization
VD = 1 − VE
D̄D − 2kσ 2 (ΣD + Γ)
=
D̄E + D̄D − 2kσ 2 (1 + Γ)

(28)

so


ΣD + Γ
= R̄ − 2kσ 1 + Γ −
VD



VE
m
2
= R̄ + 2kσ β D − 1 − Γ
VD
2

R̄D

(29)

ΣD
where β m
D ≡ Vd is the market beta of the dirty portfolio. Using (27) and (29), the
difference in the expected return of dirty and clean stocks, ∆R̄, is



Γ
m
m
∆R̄ ≡ RD − RE = 2kσ β D − β E +
VD



ΣD + Γ
ΣE
2
2
= 2kσ D̄E + D̄D − 2kσ (1 + Γ)
−
(30)
D̄D − 2kσ 2 (ΣD + Γ) D̄E − 2kσ 2 ΣE
2
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B

Derivation of the Equilibrium without ESG Investors

To assess the effect of ESG investors, we now derive the equilibrium when all investors
are identical. In this standard CAPM equilibrium, all investors choose to hold the market
portfolio, which is mean-variance efficient. This implies that the expected return of the
dirty portfolio is given by the CAPM pricing relation
∗
] − r∗ = β D (E[R] − r∗ ),
E[RD

where
β ∗D =

(31)

∗
∗
cov(RD
, R)
cov(RD
, R)
=
,
var(R)
σ2

and asterisks denote equilbrium variables in the economy with identical investors.17 Now
∗
∗
∗
∗
cov(RD
, R) = cov(RD
, VD∗ RD
+ VE∗ RE
)
cov(DD , DD + DE )
=
VD∗
σ 2D + σ DE
,
=
VD∗

so
β ∗D =

ΣD σ 2
.
VD∗

(32)

To solve for r∗ investors maximize
α∗ r∗ + (1 − α∗ )E[R] − k(1 − α∗ )2 σ 2 .
Taking the derivative, setting it equal to zero and then setting α∗ = 0 gives
r∗ − E[R] + 2kσ 2 = 0,
implying
r∗ = R̄ − 2kσ 2 ,
17

(33)

Because of the price normalization, the return of the market porfolio does not depend on the preferences of investors implying that market variables do not require asterisks.
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where R̄ ≡ E[R]. Substituting these expressions and β ∗D into the pricing equation (31)
∗
∗
gives the cost of capital, R̄D
≡ E[RD
],
∗
R̄D
= R̄ − 2kσ 2 + 2kσ 2 β D


ΣD
2
= R̄ − 2kσ 1 − ∗ .
VD

(34)
(35)

Following similar logic gives
∗
R̄E

= R̄ − 2kσ

2



ΣE
1− ∗
VE


.

∗
To get expressions for VD∗ and VE∗ in terms of primitives, substitute R̄D
=
the pricing relation (31),

(36)
D̄D
∗
VD

− 1 into


D̄D
− (1 + r∗ ) = β D R̄ − r∗ .
∗
VD
Using (33) and (32) gives

ΣD
D̄D
2
2
−
(1
+
R̄
−
2kσ
)
=
2kσ
VD∗
VD∗
VD∗ =

D̄D − 2kΣD σ 2
D̄D − 2kΣD σ 2
=
.
1 + R̄ − 2kσ 2
D̄D + D̄E − 2kσ 2

(37)

Because VE∗ = 1 − VD∗ , we have
VE∗ =

D̄E − 2kΣE σ 2
D̄E − 2kΣE σ 2
=
.
1 + R̄ − 2kσ 2
D̄D + D̄E − 2kσ 2

(38)

Finally, the difference in the cost of capital between clean and dirty stocks is
∆R̄

∗




ΣD ΣE
≡
−
= 2kσ
− ∗ = 2kσ 2 (β ∗D − β ∗E )
VD∗
V

E

ΣE
ΣD
2
2
= 2kσ DD + D̄E − 2kσ
−
.
D̄D − 2kΣD σ 2 D̄E − 2kΣE σ 2
∗
R̄D

∗
R̄E

2
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(39)

C

Difference in the Cost of Capital with and without
ESG Investors

Equation (30) is the difference in the cost of capital between clean and dirty stocks after
a portion of investors aquire ESG preferences and trade to a new equilibirum. Equation
(39) is the difference in the cost of capital before the existence of ESG investors. The
difference between the two is therefore the effect of ESG investors on the cost of capital:
∆R̄ − ∆R̄

∗

=

=

=

=

where ΓR ≡

Γ
2
VD


ΣD
ΣD + Γ
−
2kσ D̄E + D̄D − 2kσ
D̄D − 2kσ 2 (ΣD + Γ) D̄D − 2kσ 2 ΣD


ΣD + Γ
ΣE
2 2
−(2kσ ) Γ
−
D̄D − 2kσ 2 (ΣD + Γ) D̄E − 2kσ 2 ΣE



ΣD
2
2
2kσ Γ D̄E + D̄D − 2kσ
(D̄D − 2kσ 2 (ΣD + Γ))(D̄D − 2kσ 2 ΣD )


ΣD D̄E − ΣE D̄D + ΣE Γ
2 2
−(2kσ ) Γ
(D̄D − 2kσ 2 (ΣD + Γ))(D̄E − 2kσ 2 ΣE )
!

2
1
+
R̄
−
2kσ

2kσ 2 Γβ m
D
1 + R̄ − 2kσ 2 (1 + Γ) VD (1 + R̄D − 2kσ 2 β m
D)


m
m
m Γ
β D (1 + R̄E ) − β E (1 + R̄D ) + β E VD



−(2kσ 2 )2 Γ  
m
m
Γ
2
2
1 + R̄D − 2kσ β D + VD
(1 + R̄E − 2kσ β E )
!


2
σ 2RD
1
+
R̄
−
2kσ
m
2

2kσ VD ΓR β D
(40)
σ2
1 + R̄ − 2kσ 2 (1 + ΓR VD2 ) (1 + R̄D − 2kσ 2 β m
D)
!

m
m
m
σ 2RD
β
(1
+
R̄
)
−
β
(1
+
R̄
)
+
β
Γ
V
E
D
D
E
E R D
2
2

−(2kσ VD ) ΓR
2 m
σ2
1 + R̄D − 2kσ 2 (β m
D + ΓR VD ) (1 + R̄E − 2kσ β E )
2



σ2
σ 2R

D

2


=



γ
1−γ







(1 − ρ2 ) and σ 2RD = var(RD ). Notice that all the terms

in the large parentheses in (40) are approximately equal to 1. Then note from (33), that
prior to the advent of impact investing,
2k =

R − r∗
MRP
=
,
2
σ
σ2

where MRP is the market risk premium. If we assume that risk preferences have not
changed over time then 2kσ 2 equals the historical market risk premium implying that
2kσ 2 VD is on the order of about 1%. That implies that the second term in (40) is so small
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we can ignore it. Hence, we can approximate (40) with
∗



2

∆R̄ − ∆R̄ ≈ 2kσ VD ΓR = MRP × VD ×

33

γ
1−γ



(1 − ρ2 ).

(41)
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